A new technique for correcting synchronization errors in the transmission of di screte-symbol information is developed. The technique can be applied to any t-additive-error-correcting Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem code, to provide protection against synchronization errors involving any depired range of symbol losses or gains. The synchronization error is 'corrected at the first complete received word after the word containing the synchronization error, even if this following word contains up to t additive errors. An example is presented illustrating in detail the application of the technique.
In order for' digital information to be accurately and efficiently transmitted over a noisy channel, efficient procedures for eliminating or determining the effect of the noise must be devised. Considerable research has been performed to determine means to accomplish reliable transmission in the presence of additive noise, i.e., noise Which may cause transmitted symbols to be altered, or changed into other symbols. An effective means for coping with additive errors is to employ an additive-error-correcting code. For channels in which noise affects successive symbols independently, one of the best among the'known classes of additive-error-correcting codes is the class of BoseChaudhuri -Hocquenghem, or BCH, codes.
Whether or not additive errors are of concern in a particular situation, there is a much more serious type of error which may occur. This second type of error arises due to the fact that the individual symbols of a sequence of symbols have physical meaning to the receiver only when considered together with certain other symbols of the sequence. Generally the sequence of received symbols must be correctly grouped into "words," or "frames," in order f:)r the receiver to properly understand the message. When noise is such that the receiver incorrectly groups the symbols into words, reception is said to be out of synchronization with transmission, and a synchronization error is said to have occurred. Note that a synchronization error may be considered to be a loss or gain of a certain number of symbols in transmission.
In contrast to the situation for additive errors, research concerned with the development of efficient techniques for synchronization error correction has been limited. This paper presents a new technique for synchronization error correction. The technique can be applied to any cyclic additive-errorcorrecting code, and enables immediate correction of synchronization errors, simultaneously with the correction of additive errors. we refer to such a code as a synchronizable error correcting code.
Early work concerned with mathematical analysis of the synchronization problem was done by Barker (1953) . Recent work aimed at finding synchronizable error correcting codes has been done by Stiffer (1965), Levy (1965) , and Tong (1966) . Many others have studied the synchronization problem, and an extensive bibliography of articles relating to synchronization is given by Caldwell (1966).
II. BCH CODES
Consider a q-ary channel i.e. a channel capable of~ransm1tting q disto GF(q).
Hence any element can be identified with an m-vector over GF(q),
Each element of GF(qm) can be expressed as a polynomial of degree
As the synchronizable error-correcting codes to be developed later will be based on Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes we shall give here a brief description of these codes. Ray-Chaudhuri (1960a, 1960b ) and Hocquenghem (1959) ].
m-l of the primitive root e, the coefficients of the polynomial belonging n is a divisor of qm_ l , and if e is a primitive a rru ,
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The polynomial f(x) will be a divIsor
In this case~will belong to a subfield m GF(q ).
is a divisor of m.
of the field of g(x). Thus~is a root of h(x). Let f(x) be the minimum. function of , i.e., f(x) is the smallest degree monic polynami~l over GF(q) which has~for a root. The degree of f(x) will not exceed m, and will be Let £' = (cO' c l ' " ' J e n _ l ) be a fixed non-null word of C, which
Let C be the BCH code described in section II, where d =2t+l, so that C is t error-correcting. Let~be a root of xn_l = 0, which is not a root
It is our objectto construct a code which can correct up to a shift of where H is the parity check matrix of C, and . ,.,here of order does not belong to the subcode C*.
As before, H l may be regarded as either a row vector over GF(qm) or a mxn matrix over GF ( q) • of hex). Let n l be the order of~, i.e., n l is the smallest positive n l (non-zero) integer such that~= 1. Then n l is a divisor of n.
Let C* be the subcode of C generated by g(x)f(x), i.e., the polynomial corresponding to a word of C* is divisible by g(x)f(x). Then C* is an The truncated received
Case (i). If there are no synchronization errors the truncated
Step I. We 'form the truncated received word iL' by dropping the first places to the right, shifted to the subsequent w~rd, and in the beginning of the received word we previous word, and the received word will contain in the end L symbols from will have R symbols from the end of the previous word. The decoding prot r and the last t J symbols of the received wordw ord is of length n. Note that the symbols dropped are just those which in an extreme case under the permissible synchronization errors could have come from a previous or a subsequent word. We now consider three cases separately. n-
then the truncated received word will bẽ
By assumption, the number of additive errors is less than t, so that
Step II. We form the additive-error syndrome~'H'. Note that from the
Step III. The received truncted word~' is now corrected for additive places, wt (~.> . : : : t. Consequently wt(~'), wt(~i.) or wt(~_R) will be less than or equal to t. Then as for BCH codes there will be a (1,1) correspondence errors by subtracting the determined error vector cyclic nature of BCH codes, determined by using any error-correction procedure for t-error correcting bet1·rcen the error vector and the syndrome. Hence the error vector can be respectively, will belong to the code belong to the code C. Hence
Step IV. We now form the shift-error syndrome~'Hi' Since from our method of formation, the subcode C* is also a cyclic code, ,Y'(L) and n t3 =1.
We thus obtain
Hence we obtain
Since the order of~is n l , a divisor of n, we have ,Y'(n-R) belong to C* in cases (ii) and (ii) respectively.
where~is a known element of GF(qm), since c' and~are known.
Step V. Divide the shift-error syndrome by the knovrn element~, nl-L R obtaining 1,~,~in cases (i), (1i), and (iii) respectively. Again Now l'::;L.::;t J / l<R<t, and by supposition t = t +t.t<n. Finally, by subtracting
conclude that a left shift of order L = nl-u has occurred. Again, if 1 < u .' t , "'e conclude that a right shift of order R = u has occurred.
--r
We can now correct z' by applying the reverse shift, and obtain v I + v. EXAMPLE X 15 -1 = gl(X) g3(x) g5(x) g7(x) (x+l) 4 4 3 2 2 4 -= (x +x+l) (~: +x +x +x+l) (x +x+l) (x +x'+l) (x+l).
It should be remembered that in applying this procedure, synchronization res~onds to the message sent.
To illustrate the nevi synchronization technique, we shall consider the corresponding to· f(x) =g5(x) or g7(x). Let us suppose further that we vdsh to correct a single left-shift or right-shift error, so that t.t = t r = 1, and therefore t = 2. The final requirement on j is that t < n l where n is s s 1 the ::>rder of ex j • Now both g5(x) and g7(x) satisfy 2 = t < n l , since s the order of a5 is 3 and the order of ex 7 is 15. Thus g5(x) and g7(x) are both acceptable choices for f(x). However, in order to add as little redundancy as possible for synchronization purposes, we choose for f(x) the acceptable polynomial of least degree satisfying t s < n l • Hence we take would be received, where "le have assumed for definiteness that the first symbol in the word following Y.t was 1. In addition to the synchronization error, however, let us suppose that tvlO additive errors occuned, so that the third and twelfth symbols of (00100000110011100), or the second and eleventh symbols of (01000001100111001), were complemented. Thus
is the received word. The receiver drops the first and last symbols of (i.e., the first t r and last tt symbols, with t r = tt = 1), to obtaiñ '= (000000110111100).
The receiver calculates the additive-error syndromẽ
Since the additive-error syndrome is nonzero, the receiver interprets that an additive error has occurred, and proceeds to correct it. To do this, the receiver would employ one of the known procedures for correcting addit:i ore errors for the BCH code C, using the syndrome (11010111).
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I I -, •e I spurious nonzero synchronization-error syndrome resulting from the occurrence of more than t additive errors, then this mistake will be rectified with the next received word containing not more than t additive errors.
